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Preface
EnergyLab Nordhavn – New Urban Energy Infrastructures is an exciting project which will continue
until the year of 2019. The project will use Copenhagen’s Nordhavn as a full-scale smart city
energy lab, which main purpose is to do research and to develop and demonstrate future energy
solutions of renewable energy.
The goal is to identify the most cost-effective smart energy system, which can contribute to the
major climate challenges the world is facing.

Budget: The project has a total budget of DKK 143 m (€ 19 m), of this DKK84 m (€ 11 m) funded in
two rounds by the Danish Energy Technology Development and Demonstration Programme
(EUDP).

Forord
EnergyLab Nordhavn er et spændende projekt der løber til og med 2019. Projektet vil foregå i
Københavns Nordhavn, og vil fungere som et fuldskala storbylaboratorium, der skal undersøge,
udvikle og demonstrerer løsninger for fremtidens energisystem.
Målet er at finde fremtidens mest omkostningseffektive energisystem, der desuden kan bidrage til
en løsning på de store klimaudfordringer verden står overfor nu og i fremtiden.

Budget: Projektets totale budget er DKK 143 mio. (EUR 19 mio.), hvoraf DKK 84 mio. (EUR 11
mio.) er blevet finansieret af Energiteknologisk Udviklings- og Demonstrationsprogram, EUDP.
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Executive Summary
Nordhavn is a new area where significant development and expansion are expected.
The growth in economic activity and buildings construction will also lead to a considerable
increase in electricity consumption. The role of the DSO is to ensure security of supply to
customers at each point in time. This can be done by building more grid capacity which to
a large extent mean more cables. As extra grid capacity comes with a high cost, batteries
may potentially offer a cost-effective alternative that could help the DSO´s to defer or even
avoid, grid investments.
Thus, from a DSO point of view, investing in batteries could potentially provide a better
and more cost-effective solution than the traditional alternative of expanding network
capacity.
In this work package the benefits of integrating a Battery Energy Storage System (BESS)
into the distribution network has been explored from both a technical and economic
perspective. Furthermore, the regulatory issues related to DSO ownership and operation
of a battery has been investigated and described. This includes an analysis of how battery
investments will affect the regulatory accounts depending on ownership and how the
business case will be affected.
The battery is primarily installed with the purpose of Peak Shaving, but it was also used for
delivering services to the reserve market. The battery performance has been analyzed and
financial and technical feasibility of the battery has been examined using data from more
than 6 months of operation. During the project several tests have been performed to
assess the technical operational performance and conditions of the battery.
The analysis shows there is not a positive business case in investing in batteries that
focuses on delivering Peak Shaving in Eastern Denmark. In fact, it is not close. The
revenue generated is only just enough to counter the running operating costs of the
battery leaving the investments costs not recovered.
It seems unlikely that the economic framework for the BESS will develop in a manner,
which greatly reduces costs while increasing the profitability of delivering grid services to
make the system economically viable. Nevertheless, if a battery used for Peak Shaving
services is ever to become feasible the battery must also be used for other applications to
generate additional value.
An alternative to DSO ownership of the battery is ownership of a private party who then
sell the services that the DSO needs (Peak Shaving) on a commercial basis. It is however,
important that there are no additional economic or regulatory barriers that makes more
7

difficult or impossible to make use of a battery for Peak Shaving. The DSO can procure
any Peak Shaving services needed from a commercial owner of the battery who are then
able to provide flexibility.
However, a commercial owner of a battery will experience some additional costs
compared to the DSO ownership case. A commercial owner will have to connect the
battery to the net as any other customers that needs to use the distribution grid.
Furthermore, commercial ownership will mean more transaction costs from having a
contract between the DSO and the commercial party. In addition, it is under the obligation
of the DSO to make sure that the price of the Peak Shaving service reflects proper market
prices. To ensure this, the DSO may need to use an open tender process to contract for
Peak Shaving. The extra costs will have to be recovered which could translate into higher
prices for provided Peak Shaving from the commercial owner to the DSO.
From an economic perspective, the basic battery business case is essentially the same
when owned and operated by a DSO or a commercial owner. However, transaction costs
associated with contracts between the DSO and the commercial party will affect the
business case negatively making it even more unlikely that the basic assumptions will
development to make a battery feasible.
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1.

Introduction

1.1
Benefits from integrating batteries in the distribution grid
Batteries are becoming an interesting technology, especially with the declining prices on
batteries, seen during the last decade. However, accessing how and whether batteries
provides enough value for the stakeholders is necessary. From a DSO point of view,
investing in batteries should provide a better and/or more cost-effective solution than the
obvious alternatives. For DSO´s the obvious alternatives is to build more grid capacity,
which to a large extent means more cables.
As extra grid capacity comes with a high cost, batteries could - if sufficiently cost-effective
– help the DSO´s to defer or even avoid, grid investments.
1.1.1

Batteries a temporary solution.

Batteries have another up-side that needs to be mentioned. In case the MVApeak of the
new load is over-estimated and in fact never (or only for few years) make the resulting
peak-load exceed 4,0 MVA (the max. capacity of the feeder), a grid upgrade would have
been unnecessary. If there is great uncertainty on the resulting peak-load after having
connected the new load, will exceed 4 MVA, it can be beneficial to:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Connect the new load area to the existing feeder
Temporarily install a battery on the feeder in case Peak Shaving will be needed.
Wait for 1-2 years for assembling data on the resulting peak-load.
Access whether the grid needs upgrade.
If upgrade is needed make the upgrade, if it is not needed then don´t.
Move the battery to a new location, with a similar issue (when such an issue occur)

This approach offers highly increased certainty on the development of the peak-load on
the 10 kV feeder. Helping the DSO to decide whether to invest 5 mDKK in grid capacity
expansion, which in this case means the need for a new 10 kV feeder.
The certainty can be of great value as investing in grid upgrade might never be needed at
all. It should be noted, that you will not know whether the upgrade is needed before you
have real data on the new load consumption. And those data will not be accessible before
the new load area is connected to the grid. Battery could provide a temporarily solution
that could bridge the present gap in knowledge.
However, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 Peak Shaving is only needed in a very short
time span over the year, and a very short part of the day. For example, with the
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assumptions made for the Battery in Nordhavn (see section 2.2) it is estimated that Peak
Shaving is only needed for approx. 125 out of 8760 hours per year.
To avoid having an expensive battery capacity standing idle most of the time, it is obvious
to also consider using the battery to deliver other services when it is not used for Peak
Shaving. Moreover, the battery could be used for frequency regulation, voltage support,
retail electricity energy time-shift and stabilization of power and distribution quality.
Before the procurement of the battery, a pre-analysis was carried out which showed that
the frequency regulation marked (FCR-D) for the TSO was the most attractive market to
serve from an economic perspective. However, the battery could be used to provide
several other services, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Possible services provided by a grid connected battery

2.

Sizing of batteries according to needed services

Before investing in a Battery Energy Storage System (BESS), it is necessary to analyse
the possible value-streams at different sizes of a battery systems, as batteries can supply
several different services, dependent on the size of the battery. Therefore, it is important to
assess which products provide the highest positive value-stream, when choosing size both
in terms of kW and kWh.
In the battery-case of EnergyLab Nordhavn it was for several reasons (budget, cost of
technology-development etc.) necessary to limit the services that the battery could deliver.
Therefore, the sizing of this battery only had to consider the following services:
1) Peak Shaving - of the Nordhavn 10 kV feeder – NGT08-NGT65
11

2) FCR-D (Frequency Containment Reserve – Disturbance) – Ancillary service for the
TSO
3) VQ-control – Voltage regulation on the Nordhavn 10 kV feeder – NGT08-NGT65
and of cause
4) Charging – Sufficiently fast charging at chosen time instants.
Peak Shaving in combination with FCR-D services was assessed to be the most attractive
option. Consequently, a method for sizing the batteries for serving Peak Shaving and
FCR-D, is described in the sections below:
2.1
Method in sizing of batteries for Peak Shaving and FCR – D
When sizing a battery system there is two key parameters to consider:
1) kWh – The energy storage capability
2) kW – The amount of power that the battery can be charged or discharged with
As the price of energy storage capability in terms of DKK/kWh is much more costly than
the charge/discharge power capability in terms of DKK/kW it is recommended to specify
the needed kWh for the Peak Shaving service, and the maximize the kW but no more than
what makes the battery able to comply with the specifications for FCR-D service (see
section 3.2.3).
The method is elaborated below.
2.1.1

Determination of the [kWh] size needed:

The battery should be able to peak-shave the total load of the future, which is the historical
load and an estimate on the load profile (hour-by-hour) of the new load area.
This capability is achieved by comparing the max. capacity of the grid (here the 10 kV
feeder), with the total load, hour-by-hour. In Figure 2 this is illustrated with 4 years loaddata on the 10 kV feeder. With the given max. capacity of the 10 kV feeder, it is
recognized that this is exceeded several hours of the year, and typically in the Winter, as
the peak-load normally occurs in this season in Denmark..
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Figure 2: Hourly load-curve – from year 2013-2017

Zooming closer into a sample dataset of only one week during January 2016 (see Figure
3), it is easier to see the area between the blue load curve and the red max. capacity of
the 10 kV feeder. These areas are the ones that need Peak Shaving in order to avoid
over-loading the 10 kV feeder.

Figure 3: Hourly load-curve – a week during 2016

The amount of energy [kWh] needed to perform the needed Peak Shaving is the integral
of the blue load-curve (pr. day) that is above the red max. capacity curve of the 10 kV
13

feeder.
As re-charging the battery is possible during night-time, the needed [kWh]-size of the
battery is assessed from the day (24 hours), where most energy for Peak Shaving is
needed (e.g. the value of the integral is largest).
From this, the primary key parameter, the energy storage capability – kWh, should be
chosen and specified during the tender.
Optimization:
Depending on the ownership of the battery and the risk-assessment of the grid
company, it should be considered to decrease the kWh size from the one calculated
above.
How would that be compliant and thereby possible?
It is in fact possible to short-term-overload most components in power grid, without
degrading the components. 10 kV feeders belong to the group of components who
can tolerate short-term-overload without degrading.
The battery owner should therefore take into consideration whether it is sufficient
with a battery of e.g. 95% of the size calculated above.
2.1.2

Determination of the power capacity needed – [kW]

Determining the needed power capacity would in the Nordhavn case initially be given by
looking at the difference between the max. capacity of the 10 kV feeder and estimated
total max. power consumption of the existing load + the new load area – evaluated day-byday at, at least hourly resolution, during at least 1 year of data (recall Figure 2 was
covering no less than 4 years of data).
Assuming, that the week during January 2016, shown in Figure 3, was the week with the
highest estimated total max. power consumption, the needed power capacity of the battery
would be approx. 1 MW, as illustrated in Figure 4.
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1 MW

Figure 4: Hourly load-curve – a week during 2016

After this initial determination of the needed power capacity [kW] for Peak Shaving, the
battery owner should evaluate whether or not to increase this specification, by looking at
the business opportunities for delivering FCR-D.
As the FCR-D service usually have a very low energy consumption [kWh], but a high, short
term demand on power delivery [kW], one should consider increasing the power capacity
[kW] for the battery. This is done mainly by buying inverters with a higher DC/AC capacity.
As the cost for increasing the size of the inverters are significantly lower than, e.g. buying
more energy racks, it represents only a marginal cost of the battery system.
Considering this, one of the key parameters that one should be aware of, is the TSO´s (in
DK, Energinet) requirements for the FCR-D service [2].
As mentioned the energy intensity in the FCR – D market is usually very low. Therefore,
the specification on capacity [kW] is of most importance regarding delivery of FCR-D.
However, we also have to consider the energy storage capacity [kWh]. According to
Energinets requirements: in case a large disturbance occurs forcing the frequency down f
≤ 49,5 Hz, the Battery must deliver its full capacity [kW] (and approved/won) bid for the
FCR-D for up to 15 minutes. Depending on the won bid size, this requires a significant
amount of energy from the battery.
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For Example:
If the won bid size is 500 kW; during a 15 minutes full FCR-D delivery of 500 kW, the
energy [kWh] needed for that would be 125 kWh.
Because of this it is not just possible to increase the inverters, and thereby the [kW]
without paying attention to the [kWh] capacity of the battery. It is thus evident that there is
a certain correlation between the capacity and the capability of the battery when delivering
FCR-D services

2.2
Evaluation of chosen battery size in Nordhavn
Due to several reasons the size of the battery in Nordhavn was not chosen by the method
described above. As the grid in Nordhavn is estimated to be strong enough to cope with
the increasing demand, without a battery. The logic consequence is that a Peak Shaving
limit (PS limit, in the following) cannot be physically determined, as there in really is no real
need for Peak Shaving right now and in the next years. To be specific; the real physical
Peak Shaving limit of the 10 kV feeder, with the Battery connected, in Nordhavn is 4,4
MVA. The peak-load is still in the range of 1,5-1,7 MVA, this offers substantial spare
capacity for the developments in Nordhavn, which is already part of the larger Nordhavn
supply plan at Radius.
As a result, the method listed above regarding the sizing of the battery have not been
applied in practice in relation to the battery purchased under EnergyLab Nordhavn.
Instead and in line with the aim of the research project and with the available budget
allocated for R&D, Radius has opted for a battery size which would in practise form a good
compromise between energy and power capacity for the applications of interest and the
budget available.
Therefore, in Nordhavn, a fictional PS limit was determined according the historical load,
and a load forecast of the new load in the area, according to the energy capacity [kWh]
that the project-budget allowed for. Therefore the [kWh] was already a fixed value. From
this the initial battery-size with respect to Peak Shaving only was determined, according to
Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Illustration of battery sizing considerations

As shown in Table 1, with the fixed value for energy capacity [kWh], the optimal size of the
battery, only doing Peak Shaving would have been 460 kWh / 330 kW.
For several reasons the battery was sized as 460 kWh / 630 kW as Peak Shaving with just
330 kW would have been sufficient.
Power
[kW]

Energy
[kWh]

Optimal (for PS)

330

460

As-Is (today)

630

460

Difference

-300

0

Table 1: Optimal battery size

When the battery is not used for Peak Shaving it should be used to supply frequency
service (FCR-D) in order to utilise the battery efficiently. If it is only used for Peak Shaving
the battery would be idle or turned off completely most of the time (more than 8000 hours).
To provide financial parity for the battery it is necessary to provide more value than just
from Peak Shaving.
Thus, on the pros.-side the increased size in Power [kW] allowed for higher and thereby
more valuable bids in the FCR-D market. Without being able to monetize it, as the
marginal cost for increasing the power capacity is at present not known, this has probably
proven to be lucky as it is estimated that the FCR-D service should be bid in, and hopefully
activated, for approx. 8600 of 8760 hours per year.
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3.

Functionalities applied to the Battery

For several reasons the applied control functionalities for the battery was limited to:
1) Peak Shaving
– of the Nordhavn 10 kV feeder – NGT08-NGT65
2) FCR-D
– Ancilliary service for the TSO
3) VQ-control
– Voltage regulation on the 10 kV feeder – NGT08-NGT65
4) Charging
– Sufficiently fast charging at chosen time instants.
In this section it will be described how these functionalities are applied to the battery. In
Figure 6 the control-interface for the battery in Nordhavn is shown.

Figure 6: Picture of the Battery SCADA system

3.1
Peak Shaving
Peak Shaving is the core functionality of the Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) in
Nordhavn. When Peak Shaving is activated the control-system regulates the power output
of the battery, ensuring that the load on the 10 kV feeder NGT08-NGT65 does not exceed
the set Peak Shaving limit.
As Peak Shaving is not needed the entire day, an important (but simple) timer-functionality
has been added, opening for the possibility only doing Peak Shaving during a chosen
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time-span. This timer-functionality allows Radius to schedule which service the battery
should deliver every single hour of each day.
Another feature applied is charging during Peak Shaving. During the Peak Shaving timespan the battery will also charge at the instances where the load is lower than the limit.
Hereby the load of the 10kV feeder will be close to constant during the Peak Shaving timespan (see Figure 7).
This charging during Peak Shaving when the load is lower than the limit makes is possible
to do Peak Shaving for a longer period as there is more energy available from the battery.
The procedure can potentially affect the decision on how much battery energy capacity
[kWh] is needed to fulfil the requirements ensuring the all peaks above the limit could be
avoided. It should be noted that the battery is of course only lightly recharged during Peak
Shaving and only when possible (the consumption load on the feeder is below the limit).
However, there is a trade-off to this functionality, as the energy price is expected to be
higher during hours of Peak Shaving, given the strong correlation with high demand.
Therefore, to optimally assess this, one should make an optimization analysis, on
determining the need for this functionality.
The procedure described above was not used in relation to the procurement of the battery
for Nordhavn. Nevertheless, it is an interesting approach that should be considered as
potentially it can reduce the battery investment cost thus providing a better business case.

Figure 7: Measurements from a day with Peak-shaving activation
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3.1.1

Charging during Peak Shaving

The charging power during the selected Peak Shaving time-span, is simply calculated as
follows:
𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐ℎ = 0.95 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
The factor of 0,95 represent a 5% deadband to facilitate a control strategy which minimize
detoriation of the battery. In fact, in case the coefficient would have been set to 1,
oscillations of the Load around the PSlimit would lead oscillations on the power flow in and
out of the battery, determining harmful microcycles for a small gain.

3.2
3.2.1

FCR – D
Introduction

FCR – D (Frequency-controlled disturbance reserve), also known as FCR-D (Frequency
Disturbance Reserve), is “an automatic upward regulation reserve provided by production
or consumption facilities which, by means of control equipment, responds to grid frequency
deviations. The FCR-D service is activated automatically in the event of sudden frequency
drops to under 49.9 Hz and remains active until balance has been restored or until the
manual reserve takes over the supply of power. [2]
Energinet ensures to have enough reserve through daily auctions, two days (D-2) and one
day (D-1) ahead of the operation-day. All the players are invited to bid a power capacity
and a price, per hour of the operation-day. Energinet sorts all the offers received and
select the cheapest ones. The settlement for this service is pay as bid, i.e. if scheduled the
player receives a payment equal to what has been bid – regardless of the need for
activating the bid. The player that has been scheduled has to deliver the agreed capacity
according to the frequency deviation if needed, e.g. the frequency goes below 49,9 Hz.
3.2.2

Requirements

The requirements for delivering FCR-D are given by Energinet [1] – [3]. Below, a summary
is provided focusing on the most relevant. The required power output response is linearly
proportional to the frequency, exactly as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Required FCR-D response (eastern Denmark)

A droop function equal to the one illustrated in Figure 8 has therefore been implemented at
the BESS control system. The frequency measurement triggers the power output of the
battery.
Moreover, two other requirements must be met:
•
•

50% of the response must be supplied within 5 seconds
The remaining 50% of the response must be supplied within an additional 25
seconds.

Battery energy storage systems should not have any difficulties in fulfilling these
performances. The Battery of Nordhavn delivers 100% of the needed response in max. 2
seconds.
Furthermore “each bid must be entered for a minimum of 0.3 MW and must always be
stated in MW to one decimal point” [3]
In case of a long-term and large disturbance occurs forcing the frequency down f ≤ 49,5
Hz, the Battery must be able to deliver its full [kW] (and approved/won) bid for the FCR-D
for up to 15 minutes.
3.2.3

Special requirements on long-term and large disturbances

After a long-term and large disturbance occurs forcing the frequency down f ≤ 49,5 Hz, for
up to 15 minutes, according to [2], it is allowed that the scheduled player (e.g the battery)
can recover for 15 minutes and thereby be ready for another long-term and large
disturbance for 15 minutes, followed by another recovery-break for 15 min. etc.
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The 15 minutes is explained by the time requirement for the manual reserves mFRR to be
dispatched is exactly 15 minutes [3]. As a result, if a severe disturbance occurs, in 15
minutes the manual reserve is ready to support and thereby replacing the FCR-D allowed
the FCR-D resources to recover and get ready for the next severe disturbance.
To fulfill this requirement automatically two “back-up” algorithms have been designed:
1) If FCR – D has been active for T > 10 min and SOC (State Of Charge) < 35%
a. Then: at T = 15 min, set FCR-D inactive and charge with Pch = 520 [kW] until
T = 30 min. (e.g. 30-15 = 15 min. of recovery charging)
b. At T = 30 min. stop charging and activate FCR-D
Where T = timespan elapsed
2) If FCR-D is active and f > 49.9 Hz and SOC < 35%;
a. Then charge with Pch = 200 [kW] until SOC > 40% (at both battery racks).
The first algorithm lets the BESS recover its State Of Charge in max. 15 min., in case of a
large disturbance occurs, in accordance with Energinet requirements. For the battery of
Nordhavn this is needed when SOC < 35%, due to the limited energy capacity [kWh].
The later algorithm ensures that SOC stays over the certain threshold of 35%, so that the
BESS is always ready to deliver 15 minutes full power output, in case it is needed. Given
the power system is in normal operation when f > 49,9 Hz, it is chosen to charge with just
200 kW, to avoid life-time deterioration of the battery.

3.3
FCR – N
FCR-N service (Frequency-controlled normal operation reserve) for the TSO was for a
long time considered as the next improvement for the Battery. But as the project-budget
was running dry it was never acted upon. However the considerations we had up then is
worth mentioning.
As the availability payments for FCR-N on average are 3-4 times higher than for FCR-D
(see Figure 9), it was interesting to consider delivering FCR-N.
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Figure 9: Comparison of availability payments on FCR-N and FCR-D markets (Eastern Denmark)

As part of the EnergyLab Nordhavn project several different bidding strategies has been
calculated and assessed for the FCR-N market. Especially two of these where of interest
to the Battery of Nordhavn. Below these are illustrated in Figure 10.
Several things about the FCR-N service are worth noticing. First, it is a service that is
continuously active in the frequency range from 49,9 – 50,1 Hz, in fact meaning that it is
always active. Second, as the range is both above and below 50 Hz the battery should
both be able to produce and consume power. As the operational plan (that the battery
must regulate from – e.g. the baseline) is not producing nor consuming (as it would
change the SOC), the SOC of the battery should start every period of delivery, at approx.
50%
With these premises it was realized that the energy consumption of the FCR-N service is
significant. During only 1 hour, a bid size of 450 kW would, under the evaluated historical
frequency data, risk emptying the energy storage. Some hours it wouldn´t but making a
forecast of which hours the energy consumption (or production) is high, seems impossible.
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Figure 10: Conclusions from master thesis on FCR-N delivery [4]

Consequently, an alternative bidding strategy was developed: Every 2nd hour the battery
should be allowed to recover, from the delivery in the previous hour, and every other hour,
e.g. 1x12 hours of a day, the battery should be bid into the FCR-N market. Furthermore,
from existing literature it was estimated that the constant rapid changes, and changes from
consumption to production, would lead to a fall in expected lifetime of the battery, from 12
years to 7-8 years, according to [4]
As mentioned, the project-budget was running dry, therefore the calculations made
regarding FCR-N, remain untested in EnergyLab Nordhavn.

3.4
Charging
The battery can be charged in two different ways, named as:
•
•

Time-based
Price-based

The first method is hard-coded in the control system. If this is selected, the battery is set
on charge mode between hours: 00:00 – 06:00, with 200 kW – until the SOC is >95%. It
can be argued that these hours are usually the cheapest during the day, however in
hindsight one could argue that it is odd to opt for a non-parametrized time window.
The second option allows for the operator to choose a charging size between 50 - 300 kW,
and to define, one timeslot per day where the battery is set on charge mode. Therefore, if
there is a period with particularly low prices during the day, it can be exploited to charge
the battery. Only one window can be set though, which limits the possibilities to, e.g. let
the battery recharge / recover several times during a day. This is OK when the use is
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limited to FCR-D or Peak Shaving, however it an unwanted limitation if one wished to add
delivery of the service FCR-N, as described in section 3.3.
It is important to notice that it has been chosen to limit the charging size to 300 kW. This is
to avoid increased degradation of the battery, as this is partly dependent on the charging
power.
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4.

Strategy for services supplied from the battery

The main concern of the DSO is to guarantee reliable security of supply to all the
customers, while minimizing the operation costs and the investments in new capacity. As a
result, the DSOs objective to ensure reliable power supply could potentially benefit from
Peak Shaving services from a battery. Hence, this is the primary objective of the tendering
of the battery.
An accurate load forecast is required to ensure that the battery is equipped with enough
power [kW] and energy capacity [kWh] of the battery to meet the specific Peak Shaving
need at the location. It should be noted that this is independent of the battery ownership
(see section 9.2.2).
In the case where a commercial party is contracted to fulfil this crucial agreement, heavy
penalties must be designed, as failure in delivery of Peak Shaving can have large
consequences to the DSOs, in image and in regulatory (monetary) penalties on missed
security of supply for the customers.
Providing Peak Shaving services should always be the highest priority of a battery owner,
be it the DSO itself or a commercial party. This could be insured through appropriate
contracts between the parties. For the battery owner the objective is to maximise the
operating profits under the conditions of providing Peak Shaving. This leaves room for
providing other battery services when the Peak Shaving request does not exist, see Figure
1 - Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 1, there are many possible revenue streams to pursue in the hours
where Peak Shaving is not needed. In Nordhavn participation in the FCR-D market was
tested.
In the sections below the forecasting tool for coordinating the delivery of Peak Shaving,
FCR-D and charging is explained.
4.1
The Forecasting tool
As the Peak Shaving service must be delivered when needed, but the need for Peak
Shaving is limited to few hours per day in only few days per year, a forecasting tool will
help identify which specific hours that the battery should be allocated for Peak Shaving
and thereby also identifying the hours where the battery safely can deliver FCR – D
service.
Basically, the Forecasting tool works as illustrated in Figure 11.
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Based on:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Historical load data of the feeder
Temperature forecast and
Recent load observations
A desired Peak Shaving level

The tool forecasts whether Peak Shaving is needed or not.

Figure 11: Illustration of forecast on Peak Shaving need

The forecast is made hour-by-hour, using machine learning (build up in Python), which
assesses which forecast is the most likely one to appear to following day, based on
previous forecasts made.
On top of this a Coefficient of Conservatism (CoC) is introduced, as it is crucial that
enough Peak Shaving is delivered. This CoC can be set manually when running the
forecast, allowing the user to include special knowledge, or simply just knowledge which is
not yet provided to the machine learning part of the tool. To start with, the CoC is set to 1,
resulting in no adjustment of the forecast from the CoC.
The use of the CoC can be valuable according to simulations of historical data for the
three winter months of 2016, see Figure 12. Simulations have showed that with the use of
a CoC of 1, Peak Shaving was not allocated / booked for, for approx. 15 out of 2000
hours, where it turned out that Peak Shaving was needed. In other words: In these 15
hours, Peak Shaving should have been set active according to the real load that occurred.
But as the forecast with a CoC of 1, made a forecast of a lower load than the real load, the
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battery was not booked for Peak Shaving. Hence the delivery of Peak Shaving failed for
these 15 hours. The worst hour of these 15 hours the load would have been up to a 113%
(on an hourly average), compared to the Peak Shaving limit. Furthermore the max.
duration of an overload (not necessarily the instant of 113%) would have been up to 130
minutes.

Figure 12: Illustration of assessment on Peak Shaving allocation strategy

Dependent on several things, e.g. the contractual setup with a commercial player, the
components of the distributions grid and the risk-assessment of the DSO, the CoC can be
altered.
For instance; increasing the CoC to 1,08 would have a huge impact on the quality in
delivery of Peak Shaving from the battery, e.g. the allocation of the battery for Peak
Shaving. Increasing the CoC forces the forecast tool to suggest more allocation for Peak
Shaving as an increased CoC will lead to a higher load forecast, and thereby an increase
Peak Shaving need.
In Figure 13 the result of increasing the CoC to 1,08, is highlighted. The following results
are worth noticing:
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•
•
•

The number of hours in which Peak Shaving turned out to be needed, but not
provided, as the battery was not allocated, are decreased from 15 to 3.
The maximum overload, during these hours, compared to the Peak Shaving level is
lowered from 113% to 106,5%.
The maximum duration where the load turned out to be higher than the Peak
Shaving level is reduced to only 10 minutes. A threshold of 10 minutes overload of
maximum 106,5% is definitely below the regular short-term-load capability of the
feeder.

However, increasing the CoC to 1,08, comes with a trade-off.
•

•

The hours in which the battery would be allocated for Peak Shaving will increase
with increasing CoC. This leads to an increase in the number of hours that the
battery is allocated for Peak Shaving. Ideally, there should not be allocated more
hours for Peak Shaving than what is necessary as it reduces the number of hours
available for possible profit making from providing frequency services.
Increasing the CoC from 1 to 1,08 increase the allocated hours from 0 to 62. It
provides a higher level in security of supply, but it also means that there are 62
hours that could have been booked for FCR-D delivery that is now reserved for
possible Peak Shaving.

Figure 13: Illustration of assessment on Peak Shaving allocation strategy
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The effect of this trade-off can only be lowered by improving the machine learning part of
the forecast.
Based on the forecasting method, illustrated in Figure 11, it is possible to give a qualified
estimate of which hours of the coming day that Peak Shaving will be needed. In Figure 14
the output from the forecast tool is shown.
Due to uncertainties regarding the actual load, and the fact that FCR-D in eastern
Denmark only hourly bids are accepted, it was decided that activation of Peak Shaving is
also done on an hourly basis. Therefore, in the case shown in Figure 14, the forecasting
tool suggested that the Peak Shaving functionality (and thereby the Peak Shaving
delivery) should be activated from 09:00 – 15:00 the following day. The forecast tool also
suggests that the battery is bid in to the FCR-D market the remaining hours of the same
day, e.g. from 00:00 – 08:59 and 15:00 – 23:59.
The battery usually charges from 00:00 – 04:00. During this period FCR-D is delivered as
an offset from the Charging level. E.g. if the battery charges with 200 kW for 1½ hour, and
during this period FCR-D of 20 kW is needed for 20 sec., the battery then only charges
with 180 kW during these 20 sec.

Figure 14: Illustration of Peak Shaving allocation
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4.2
The optimal strategy
For a battery owner, the goal is to maximise the operating profits from the battery. This is
true both if it is a DSO or commercial ownership. Peak Shaving services should be the
highest priority and possibly stipulated in a contract of the Peak Shaving requirements are
provided by a commercial party. In this case, the DSO needs to provide the exact
guidance on when and how many hours the battery should be reserved for PS.
The main concern of the DSO is to guarantee reliable security of supply to all the
customers. But reserving the battery comes with costs as it means that the battery cannot
be used for providing frequency services. Consequently, the DSO should decide on the
appropriate and acceptable level of security of supply and use the forecast model to
provide a forecast on when the battery capacity should be reserve for Peak Shaving. The
better the load forecast the higher accuracy of the forecast.
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5.

The technical performance of the Nordhavn battery

In this section the technical performance of the battery in Nordhavn is outlined.
5.1
Peak Shaving
Looking at the battery operation data, the Peak Shaving functionality works well. In Figure
15, measurements of active Peak Shaving from 08:00 – 12:00 is shown. The data shows
that the Battery performs Peak Shaving during the period where it is needed. However,
some deviations around the Peak Shaving limit can be observed. The deviations range
from approx. +50 kW to -50 kW.
From an automation control perspective there might be potential for optimization. In the
actual closed control loop the feed-back measurement of the present load of the feeder, is
taken at the main station (NGT) approx. 1 km away from the battery and sent to the
Battery control loop via GPRS signals. Sending, receiving and processing implies a delay,
which is assumed to be the reason for the deviations. Hence, faster communications setup
is expected to decrease the deviations, giving a flatter Peak Shaving.

Figure 15: Measurements from Peak Shaving delivery

However, for Peak Shaving purposes these deviations are not critical as short-term
overload (usually measured in hours) is possible in regular power grid components
(transformers, cables etc.). The functionality (incl. deviations) is therefore assumed to be
acceptable to most DSOs.
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5.2 FCR – D
As described in section 3.2, frequency services (FCR-D) are provided to the TSO
(Energinet) on a commercial basis, in competition which other suppliers. The requirements
to participate and deliver the service needed are clear and therefore it is important that the
delivery is flawless.
The algorithm for FCR-D from the battery, is designed to follow curve shown in Figure 16,
as required by the TSO (Energinet).

Figure 16: Required FCR-D response (Eastern Denmark)

In the case of the Battery in Nordhavn, the typical bid-size is chosen to be 400 kW, and
hence the required delivery is, as shown in Figure 17.
The equation with which the FCR-D delivery can be described are:
For frequencies [ f ]: 49,5 ≤ f ≤ 49,9 Hz
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = (−2,5 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 + 124,75) ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
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Figure 17: Required FCR-D response from the 400kW bid by the Battery

Since the frequency is alike in the entire synchronous area (NORDEL), it can be measured
directly at the Battery and therefore no delay in communications are implied. The control
loop within the FCR-D algorithm, is therefore significantly faster and more precise than the
Peak Shaving algorithm.
In Figure 19 the commissioning test of the FCR-D functionality is shown. The
commissioning test was done with a controlled frequency signal as frequencies as low as
49,5 Hz are very rare. Furthermore, it also makes it easier and more robust to assess the
response accurately.
The commissioning test was, for premature reasons, tested with 470 kW (instead of the
400 kW which is the normal operation value). However, one can see that the response
from the battery is precise and fast. E.g at a frequency of 49,7 Hz the response from the
battery is required to be 200 x (470/400) = 235 kW. The requirement was met within 5 sec.
and was at this point measured to be 233 kW, just slightly off the required response.
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Figure 18: Measurements of FCR-D response by the Battery

In Figure 19 a live response from the battery, at a real frequency drop with the duration of
½ min, is shown.

Figure 19: Measurements of FCR-D response by the Battery
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The figure shows that the frequency drops to approx. 49,88 Hz. The required response at
49,88 Hz is 20 kW. This threshold was met within 5 sec., with a delivery of 8 kW and 12
kW from the two power outlets of the battery respectively. This gives 20 kW in total, just as
required.
The FCR-D functionality is evaluated to perform satisfactorily.

5.2.1

FCR-D - 15 – 15 test

As described in section 3.2.2 (page 20), it is required that the battery can discharge with
the full bid-size for 15 min. – where after there is 15 min. to recover – and then discharge
again – charge again etc.. In principle the battery should be able to continue in this cycle
with no end (or not ending until the won bidding period has ended).
In the case of the battery, it is natural to use the 15 minutes recovery period for charging,
so that it is ready to discharge immediately hereafter.
In Figure 20 it is shown that this is possible to the battery.

Figure 20: Measurements of FCR-D response during severe events in the power system.

However, as it would be too expensive to have this supervised and controlled manually,
the algorithms described in section 3.2.3 (page 21), have been implemented to the battery.
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In Figure 21, the test of the first functionality describes in section 3.2.3 (FCR – D has been
active for T > 10 min and SOC (State Of Charge) < 35%), is shown. The battery is
responding perfectly with a full delivery (470 kW) at 49,5 Hz, for 15 min. Although the
frequency is still 49,5 Hz after 15 min., the battery now has 15 min. to recover.
Since the State of Charge is below 40% after 15 min. FCR-D (~14,5%) the battery
automatically starts (recovery-)charging, as the requirements from the TSO states that
after 15 min. delivery of FCR-D, the battery are allowed 15 min. break (wherein recovery
can be done). During this break the battery automatically starts charging, bringing the SOC
up to approx. the same level of SOC (~41%), that it started out with. This is very satisfying
and ensures the needed recovery automatically, which makes the battery ready to help the
power system during the next severe incident.

Figure 21: Measurements from the fast SOC recovery test, after severe events in the power system.

Test of the second functionality described in section 3.2.3 (If FCR – D is active and f >
49.9 Hz and SOC < 35%), is shown in Figure 22. As the frequency is above 49,9 Hz and
SOC is below 35% (34,3%), and FCR-D delivery is ON, the battery automatically starts
charging, trying to bring itself up above SOC = 40%. This is done at a moderate pace, with
200 kW. In 8 minutes the SOC is raised from 34,3% to 40,1%, making the battery ready to
help the system for 15 min., if a severe incident should occur.
Both functionalities work well and acceptable in the test environment. As no severe
incidents has happened to the system, no live test has been possible. Nevertheless, it can
be concluded that the battery respond to the signal from the frequency generator and the
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battery acts as if the situation was live and the signal coming from the real frequency
sensor. Therefore, they are evaluated as fully working functions.

Figure 22: Measurements of slow recovery charging during FCR-D

5.3
VQ-Regulation
During the ELN project a VQ-control-algorithm was developed. VQ-control stands for
“Voltage regulation by kVAr-control”. The aim for this regulation is to ensure that the
stationary voltage in the connection point of the Battery, stays as close as possible to the
voltage setpoint.
The functionality has been tested and proved to work satisfactorily.
As it was developed late in the development phase there have been no further
considerations regarding this development. In section 7.1.4 the economic perspectives of
VQ-regulation are discussed.
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6.

Lessons learned from the physical construction of BESS

In this section some lessons learned from the installation and operation of the battery in
EnergyLab Nordhavn is presented.
6.1
Sizing BESS
As explained in section 2.1 when sizing a battery system you need to consider the energy
storage capability (kWh) and the amount of power that the battery can be charged or
discharged with (kW).
6.1.1

Electrical

To size inverters and batteries two things needs to be considered:
1. Power
2. Energy
Power is delivered by the inverters, energy is delivered by the batteries. To decide size of
power and energy, we needed an idea of which type of applications we wanted to test. In
the very beginning of the project, everything was possible. We knew though, that we
wanted to test FCR-D (power) and Peak Shaving (energy and power).
With respect for the economy in the project, we chose:
1. 630 kW power delivered by 2 inverters, 315 kW each
2. 460 kWh energy delivered by 5 racks with 92 kWh each. Each rack include 14
battery modules. Each battery module include 14 cells.
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Figure 23: Schematic lay-out of the grid connection of the Battery-system

Regarding inverters, we chose 2 inverters instead of one, to put flexibility into our tests.
The idea was, that 2 inverters could serve separate algorithms at the same time. This
turned out to be too complicated when BESS was put into operation.
Regarding the number of battery racks, we would prefer an equal number, to make sure
each inverter served the same number of racks. Due to economy, 6 racks were too much,
on the other hand, we wanted as much energy as possible, therefore we ended up with 5
racks.
The solution with one inverter serving 2 battery racks and the other inverter serving 3
battery racks, gave some problems when running the FCR-D application. Especially when
charging accordingly with the special requirements on long-term and large disturbances
(see section 3.2.3), with 315 kW on the part of the battery system with only two battery
racks, led to high temperatures. Equal size parts or just one inverter for all battery racks is
expected to work more optimally.
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6.1.2

Physical dimensions

The entire BESS consists of several auxiliary equipment. These requirements are further
described below.
6.1.2.1
General
At the beginning of the project, it was decided to have only one supplier for the entire
BESS installation because this would help reducing complexity of the project.
The supplier specified the exact physical dimensions of the BESS installation, and Radius
made a room available for the BESS installation.
The system could have been placed in a container, which is normal for BESS systems.
This solution is normally the easiest, due to the fact, that it can be built in a factory. In the
city area of Copenhagen, we realized, that it would be difficult for us to get permission to
place a container for several years.
The alternative solution was to place the BESS in a room in a building in the area. Radius
already had several 10/0.4 kV secondary substations, one of them was planned to have 3
transformers. We changed the plan for the distribution grid in the area, to make it possible
to place the BESS in this room. We built fire safe walls to get 3 separate rooms.
-

first room with 2 10/0.4 kV transformers,10 kV bays and 0.4 kV busbars.
second room with 2 inverters and EMC filters
third room with battery racks, cooling and ventilation, switchboard and cables,
battery management system, communication system, firefighting equipment.
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Figure 24: Sketch of situational lay-out of the Battery room(s)

As time passed, we experienced that this solution was the best. We would never have
gotten permission or found space for a container in the area.
6.1.2.2
Cooling and ventilation system
The system can keep the temperature between specific limits in the inverter room as well
as in the battery room. Regarding the battery room, the desired temperature is 20°C 1, to
get the highest lifetime of the battery.
The cooling and ventilation system itself, have an energy consumption during time, which
sadly gives a large negative impact on the business case. Even when the battery is not
running an application, and therefore is in idle mode, the entire BESS installation
consumes roughly 7 kW. This was considerably higher than expected. It is therefore
recommended to future battery owners to be very thorough on this matter, as it might
improve the business case significantly.

1

Temperature value is given by battery supplier LGChem
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An appropriate solution for this could not be developed as part of the project. BESS cannot
be disconnected while it is scheduled for FCR-D service. However, especially when the
BESS stands idle, if a system could disconnect the BESS entirely, and thereby removing
the energy consumption in those hours, it would lower the operating costs for the BESS.
6.1.2.3
Switchboard, breakers and cables
To the extent possible standard equipment have been used in the installation of BESS.
There were only few faults in the installation. There was one fault in the contactor on one
of the inverter breakers. It was replaced by supplier.
One breaker occasionally turned in to undefined state. The reason was that the demand to
batteries was higher than max value.
We still have fault in monitoring loads locally via instruments in the switchboard which is
not critical and do not affect the operation. The reason for the problem was not found.
6.1.2.4
Battery Management System
The Battery Management system is controlling the BESS to keep all functions running at a
high safety level. We had some fallouts in the start, which has been fixed by the supplier.
Our applications are programmed into the RTU by the supplier, this is described in
separate sections in this report.
Local screen shows detailed information from each cell. The BESS can be controlled on
site as well as remotely. 10 kV breakers can only be controlled from our Operation center
(the Netcenter). Applications can be controlled via web hmi from office pc, with the proper
access.
6.1.2.5
Communication system
The communication system is shown on the diagram “BESS communication setup”.
BESS communicate with Radius control room, Radius office pc, DTU MicroSCADA,
Markedskraft MK Planner, Energinet.dk.
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Figure 25: Sketch of the communications setup

We started up by using GPRS (wireless) communication. However, as Markedskraft
needed to control the BESS while running the FCR-D application, it became necessary to
use ADSL (wired), to be sure that the control-signals was rapidly send to BESS.
Meanwhile the GPRS have shown instability, which created a lot noise. We therefore
decided to move all communication to ADSL. However, for the Peak Shaving service, we
had to maintain communication to Radius primary substation Nyborggade (NGT) on ADSL,
due to the fact, that no wiring was available. It results in rare dropouts on the GPRS from
NGT, but since the grid is not overloaded in real life, we accepted this and we accepted it
to keep costs down.
The communication from office pc to web hmi, has caused some problems while using
GPRS. The problems were solved when we changed to ADSL communication.
In general, the communication system works satisfying.
6.1.2.6
Firefighting
The room was placed in a parking lot in an area close to households etc. We needed a
plan for firefighting system. This was the first BESS installed in the city of Copenhagen.
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We looked up on the internet, to find a similar installation. It was not possible, and in the
end it was the local fire brigade of Copenhagen, who should accept the firefighting system.
Since it was the first BESS installation in their area, we could not get any guidance from
them. We contacted DBI (Dansk Brand- og sikringsteknisk Institut) to get the needed
guidance. They come up with a solution which the firebrigade of Copenhagen could
accept.
The method used is based on two separate systems:
Primary equipment based on Inergen or IG55 (argon). Consist of an aspiration system to
indicate fire, and an inergen system, which can put inergen into the battery room.
Secondary equipment based on water. Consist of a deluce sprinkler system with 3-5
conventional sprinkler heads located below the ceiling of the room. The sprinkler system
have an outdoor stortz connection, where the Fire brigade can connect their fire hoses.
On site, they will decide if they will enter the room or not. If they do not enter the room,
they can connect their fire hoses to the installed deluce sprinkler system from outside, and
start putting out the fire within the room. They will simultaneously open a luver or a
ventilation opening at the lover point at the wall in order to get the water out of the room.
The rooms are EI90 A2-s1,d0 (BS90 construction) and the doors are EI2 60-C A2-s1,d0
(BS60 door).
BESS firefighting system is a part of the ABA system (Automatisk Brand Alarm: Automatic
Fire Alarm) in the parking lot. If an alarm occurs triggered by a sensor in the parking lot,
the BESS breakers will open, and BESS will be out of operation. Any alarm from the ABA
system, will send the alarm to the local firebrigade, as well as to Radius Netcenter.
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7.

The economics of the Nordhavn battery

When evaluating the maturity of the use of batteries within distribution grids, it is essential
to assess the economic and financial performance of the battery. Regarding the Battery in
Nordhavn it is initially worth noticing that the battery was not bought based on a
commercial business-case. The battery was installed to increase the level of knowledge of
using the battery in the distribution system. Especially in operating and using batteries for
helping distribution grids and the power system with relevant services.
To evaluate the economic and financial performance of a battery integrated into the
distribution grid, Radius has established a set of assumptions based on the experience
from operating the battery in Nordhavn. This includes investments costs, life time of the
battery as well as lifetime costs and revenues streams.
7.1
Operating income from the battery
The actual income from the battery in Nordhavn is limited to the income from the FCR-D
service-delivery for Energinet (the Danish TSO). However, as Peak Shaving possibilities
are tested, an estimate of the potential value from this, is included on the income side.
7.1.1

FCR – D

One important detail to highlight regarding the Nordic FCR-D market is that it, for several
reasons, consists of 2 auctions. One auction that closes at 14:00 two days ahead of the
day of operation, e.g. 34 – 58 hours before the operating hours. This auction is called the
D-2 auction. The other auction closes at 14:00 one day ahead of the day of operation and
is called the D-1 auction.
The majority (99%) of FCR-D volume is settled on the D-2 auction. The battery of
Nordhavn was for several months only bid into the D-1 auction, which inflicted that even
very competitive bids from the battery was not taken, as sufficiently FCR-D volume was
already settled in the D-2 market.
With this introduction to the FCR-D auctions it is important to notice that the auctions work
by the pay-as-bid principle. The income from the FCR-D service therefore depends on
whether the price bid in the FCR-D market is sufficiently low to be competitive, and still
sufficiently high to pose a reasonable turn-over.
Based on the income from the D-2 auctions and the historical yearly variations in the FCRD marginal price, the expected yearly income from the battery attending the FCR-D market
are estimated to be in the range of 30-250 DKK per MW per hour.
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Our bid strategy with EnergyLab Nordhavn BESS proved more successful for the D-2
market than for the D-1 market. More bids were won, and they were won at higher prices,
which shows that not surprisingly D-2 is the most attractive of the two markets.
7.1.2

Peak Shaving

As mentioned earlier the value of Peak Shaving is a simple time-equals-money
assessment. In Nordhavn there is no real need for Peak Shaving (at this point in time),
however in this section the principles of monetization the value of Peak Shaving is
described.
As the size of the needed investments in grids are locally dependent, there exists no firm
value on grid upgrade deferral. The value will vary from place to place. However, the
method for calculating the value is generic. The easiest way to describe the method is by
giving an example.
EXAMPLE:
The method is valid in both pure radial network or in a network designed with n-1 security
but is for simplicity given only for a pure radial network.
Imagine that in a local area (e.g. a 10 kV feeder) the DSO can no longer ensure the
security of supply, due to increasing load on the 10 kV feeder. The increase in load is
assumed to by geographically located 5 km from the main-station (30/10 kV, 50/10 kV,
132/10 kV or similar), see Figure 26.
Now the following key-information are supplied by the analyst team:
- The estimated load increase of the now area is of 2 MVApeak (the estimate is based
on consumer type(s))
- The ordinary peak load on the feeder is 3,5 MVApeak (evaluated by measurements)
- Due to load deviation between the existing ordinary load and the new load area, the
resulting peak-load is estimated to become 5,5 MVApeak.
- The maximum capacity of the feeder is of 4,0 MVApeak (continuous capacity of the
cable-section with the high calculated loading)
Obviously, one or more cable-sections of the existing nearby 10 kV feeder will get
overloaded if the new load is simply just connected. Therefore, other solutions are needed.
In Figure 27 and Figure 28 the solution with a new feeder and installing a battery are
illustrated respectively.
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Main station
Existing sec. sub-station
New load area with corresponding
sec. sub-stations

1 km

Figure 26: Illustration of economic potential in Peak Shaving

Battery

Figure 27: Illustration of economic potential in Peak
Shaving

Figure 28: Illustration of economic potential in Peak
Shaving

The obvious and traditional solution would be to invest in a new feeder of approx. 5 km in
distance, supplying the new load (see Figure 27). Now, to evaluate whether investing in a
battery (see Figure 28) is a better solution, the average yearly value of grid upgrade
deferral (during the lifetime of a battery) must be calculated.
This is done by the following parameters, where some non-real example-values are given:
- Kn = The feeder investment: 1,0 mDKK/km x 5 km = 5 mDKK
- r = WACC (weighted avr. cost of capital (interest rate)): 5%
- y = The accumulated value affected by the interest rate
- y_year = the interest value pr. year.
- n = the number of years.
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Using the formula below, the yearly value
of Grid upgrade deferral is calculated:

n
[year]
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

𝑦𝑦 = 𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 − (1 + 𝑟𝑟)−𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛

Using the example values given above the
results in Table 2, occur.

Average

K_n
[mDKK]
5,00
4,76
4,54
4,32
4,11
3,92
3,73
3,55
3,38
3,22
3,07

y_accum
[mDKK]
0,00
0,24
0,46
0,68
0,89
1,08
1,27
1,45
1,62
1,78
1,93

y_year
[mDKK]
0,24
0,23
0,22
0,21
0,20
0,19
0,18
0,17
0,16
0,15
0,19

Table 2: Yearly value of deferring grid upgrade

Over a period of 10 years the average value of deferring a 5 km feeder is app. 0,2 mDKK
per year.
The average value of ~0,2 mDKK per year, can now be compared to the total cost per
year of a battery (+ the short cable connecting the new area with the existing feeder). If the
total cost per year of the investment in a battery is below 0,2 mDKK (including
uncertainties of the new battery technology), investing in a battery should prevail as the
cheapest investment. If not, the new feeder solution should be selected.
The total costs of the battery should be net costs and thus include any value generated
from delivering frequency services and any other income that could be generated from the
battery.
7.1.3

Arbitrage (un-deliberately)

Due to the general daily variations in spot price, with low prices in nighttime and high
prices during mid-day and evening hours, there is a positive concurrency with the regular
pattern of charging (at nighttime) and Peak Shaving (in day-time). Therefore, during the
time where Peak Shaving is needed, it turns out that there could be generated an
additional income from arbitrage, e.g. buying (charging) cheap in nights and selling at a
higher price in daytime (Peak Shaving).
7.1.4

Voltage quality regulation

Following the same principles of value, as the Peak Shaving service for the DSO, value
from voltage quality regulation (VQ-regulation) for the DSO can be assessed.
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A key quality parameter from the DSO is a guarantee that the power to the consumers is
delivered at a standardized voltage, not varying more than ±10% measures at the point of
connection. This is a key design parameter for the DSO when distribution grids are
designed and constructed.
Especially, in rural areas where power is distributed at long distances (~25-30 km), the
voltage drops along distribution cables (e.g. 10 kV) can be quite substantial, even though
the peak-load of the feeder is below 50%.
If the stationary voltage drop is sufficiently large the DSO can be forced to enhance the
distribution grid to fulfill the guaranteed power quality to the customers. This grid upgrade
should again be compared with alternatives. Installing a Battery at a strategic location
could in some cases be a more cost-effective alternative than grid upgrade. It will probably
be even more cost-effective to investigate capacitors banks. However, if the same feeder
face issues with both the load and the voltage (during peak hours), a battery can be the
only useful alternative besides grid upgrade.
7.2
Overview of battery investment and operating costs
The total cost of the battery over the life time consists of both investments and operating
costs, e.g.:
-

Battery System (CAPEX)
Building (CAPEX)
Land (CAPEX)
SCADA system (CAPEX + OPEX)
Operational costs (OPEX)
Energy costs (OPEX)
Maintenance costs (OPEX)
Market transactions costs
Fee to balance responsible party (OPEX)
Taxes (OPEX)
Any other expenses

The list shows that there are many costs associated with the battery. However, the battery
also generates revenue streams such as revenue from supplying e.g. frequency reserves
etc. The revenues should be included in the total costs to provide the total net costs of the
battery.
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7.3
Specific assumptions on costs and benefits
In this section, information of the revenue streams, CAPEX and OPEX associated with the
battery of EnergyLab Nordhavn is presented and included in a cost-benefit calculation.
It should be noted that it is not the actual costs and benefits associated with the specific
project in Nordhavn that is presented. Rather, it is estimates based on the experience from
EnergyLab Nordhavn, which aims to provide the basis for business case calculation for an
investment today in a battery with similar characteristics to the battery in EnergyLab
Nordhavn.
Business case calculations have been carried out to provide insights into the economics of
the battery and to investigate the economic feasibility of a battery. I should be noted that
the calculations do not aim to provide a full investigation of the economic feasibility of all
types and sizes of batteries.
7.3.1

Income

The estimated yearly average income from the battery, in present value, is shown in Table
3.
Income
Peak Shaving
FCR-D
Total

DKK/year
DKK/year
DKK/year

197.000
217.000
414.000

Table 3: Yearly income from Battery

7.3.1.1
Peak Shaving
The income from Peak Shaving is calculated by the principles described in section 7.1.2.
The key figures used for the estimate is:
-

Feeder investment deferred:
WACC (incl. corr. inflation):
Estimated lifetime:

8 mDKK
2,97%
12 years

Based on these key figures the average value of the deferred investments has been
estimated to be 197.000 DKK/year.
7.3.1.2
FCR-D
The income from FCR-D service delivery is calculated with the following estimates.
-

Hours BESS is bid in the market:
Percentage of hours won:

8600 hours per year
90% (of 8600 hours per year)
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-

Average price on bids won:

70 DKK/MW per hour

The yearly income from FCR-D can then be estimated to
FCR-Dincome = 8600 hours/year ∙ 90% ∙ 70 DKK/MW per hour ∙ 0,4 MW
= 217.000 DKK/year
The average price on bids won is estimated to 70 DKK/MW based on historical data and
an assessment of the future development. Regardless of historical data, this can of course
only be an estimate as an outlook of price at the FCR-D market is not possible to give.
Therefore, this estimate is also associated with considerable uncertainty.
In Figure 29, the variations in the average marginal settlement price (in the D-2 auction) is
shown. Based on these data, an estimate of 70 DKK/MW per hour have been used. The
figure shows that the average marginal prices varies considerably and therefore an
estimate on the average price on bids won will of course be associated with considerable
uncertainty.

Figure 29: Average marginal settlement price of FCR-D

The market often clear with prices much higher than 70 DKK/MW. However, the estimate
of 70 DKK/MW per hour should be evaluated since there is a big difference in hour-byhour marginal settlement price, and the actual size of your own bids won.
As the FCR-D market is a pay-as-bid market, when winning the right to deliver, your own
bidding price might be lower than the marginal bidding price, which is the one that
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Energinet publishes. Therefore, the higher your bid the higher the risk that you will not win
the right to deliver.
With an optimal bidding strategy, you will probably have an average bidding price that are
50-70% lower than the marginal bidding price, when winning the right to deliver the FCR-D
service. You also need to take into account that you will not win every bid. In this
evaluation it has been assumed that the winning rate is 90%

Figure 30: The marginal bidding price in DKK/MW per hour, in June 2018, at the FCR-D market (D-2) in DK2

7.3.2

CAPEX

Due to confidentiality the real CAPEX price on the battery is not disclosed. For the present
cost-benefit analyze, CAPEX costs corresponding to the latest inputs from the industry on
prices of batteries have been used and supplemented by estimates to other installations
costs. In Table 4, the total estimated CAPEX is shown.
CAPEX
Battery
Installation-costs (incl. sec. substation)
Data- and IT-infrastructure
Total

DKK
DKK
DKK
DKK

4.200.000
533.000
118.000
4.871.000

Table 4: CAPEX figures used in the economic example of the Battery system

The battery and installation costs included costs for a room in a building for the battery.
The battery will often be placed in conjunction with a 10/0,4 kV transformer at an existing
site, which means the costs of land will be relatively small.
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7.3.3

OPEX

The operational costs are also based on qualified estimates of the various costs
associated with running the battery. It is not actual OPEX values from the EnergyLab
Nordhavn project that are reported, but values that are evaluated to be true and fair
estimates for a real similar case.
The cost for electricity includes all elements including PSO, taxes and tariffs and total
costs are calculated from the actual performance of the battery. Actual maintenance is at
present not evaluated due to insufficient data, and is therefore assumed to be roughly 1%
of the Battery cost. Daily operation incl. data traffic is set by the following reasoning. Data
traffic is 6000 DKK/year, the rest is for daily operation which comprises, daily analyses of
which hours to perform Peak Shaving the following day (½ hour per day during 80 winter
days), analysis of fault messages in SCADA, coordination with balance-responsible party,
etc.
Finally, the Balance responsible party needs a fee to perform his service. This roughly
estimated as it is dependent of the income on the FCR-D market.

OPEX
Electricity
Maintenance
Daily operation incl. Datatraffic
Fee to balance responsible party
Total

DKK/year
DKK/year
DKK/year
DKK/year
DKK/year

63.000
42.000
90.000
33.000
228.000

Table 5: OPEX figures used in the economic example of the Battery system

7.3.4

Interest rate and inflation

To calculate the cash-flow in Net Present Value the following assumptions regarding
WACC and inflation have been used.
WACC, nom
Inflation
WACC, real

p.a
p.a
p.a

4,00%
1,00%
2,97%

Table 6: WACC used in the economic example of the Battery system

7.3.5

Other economical aspects

With the present use of the battery it is expected to have a lifetime of 12 years. Although
the battery has reached its´ end of lifetime it is expected that there will still be values from
the battery and the installation. The sum of the scrap-value is shown in Table 7.
Total Scrap-value, after 12 years (20%)
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DKK 420.000

Table 7: Scrap-value assessed in the economic example of the Battery system

7.4
Overall economic results
Based on figures above a 12-year cash-flow analysis of the battery can be calculated. The
calculations and results are shown in Table 8 (first 8 years).
Year
DKK
Income
FCR-D
Peak-Shaving
Income from discharging (arbitrage)
Scrapvalue of battery
Total income
Costs
CAPEX, battery etc.
Installation costs
O&M including data-traffic
Electricity
Fee to balance responsible party
Total costs
Net present value
IRR

NPV

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2.161.062
1.968.997
133.670
295.601
4.559.330

0
0
0
0
0

216.720
197.459
13.405
0
427.584

216.720
197.459
13.405
0
427.584

216.720
197.459
13.405
0
427.584

216.720
197.459
13.405
0
427.584

216.720
197.459
13.405
0
427.584

216.720
197.459
13.405
0
427.584

216.720
197.459
13.405
0
427.584

216.720
197.459
13.405
0
427.584

4.317.600
553.350
1.319.253
628.548
324.159
7.142.910

4.317.600
553.350
0
0
0
4.870.950

132.300
63.033
32.508
227.841

132.300
63.033
32.508
227.841

132.300
63.033
32.508
227.841

132.300
63.033
32.508
227.841

132.300
63.033
32.508
227.841

132.300
63.033
32.508
227.841

132.300
63.033
32.508
227.841

132.300
63.033
32.508
227.841

199.743

199.743

199.743

199.743

199.743

199.743

199.743

199.743

-2.583.580
-6,8%

-4.870.950

Table 8: Cash flow from the economic example of the Battery system

Table 8 shows clearly that with the applied assumptions, there is not a positive business
case in investing in batteries that focuses on delivering FCR-D services and Peak Shaving
in Eastern Denmark. In fact, it is not close as the deficit NPV equals more than half of the
investment costs of the battery. This shows that the revenue generated is only just enough
to counter the running operating costs of the battery.
In the next section, sensitivity analyses have been carried out to investigate if a positive
business case can be achieved. It is however not analyzed any further in this report or in
the EnergyLab Nordhavn project whether serving other services or the same type of
services in other countries could potentially result in a positive business case for a battery.
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8.

Wider economic perspectives of batteries in the grid

In the previous section, the economic and financial performance of a battery integrated
into the distribution grid was evaluated. The evaluation focused on the BESS battery and
assumed ownership by the DSO (Radius).
In this section we investigate the wider economic perspectives of integrating batteries into
the distribution grid. Are the results robust? Are they likely to change over time? And what
developments do we need to see for that to happen?
Furthermore, the consequences of not having DSO ownership to the battery is
investigated. What does it mean if the battery is not owned by the DSO but by a
commercial party? Is it possible for the DSO to get the Peak Shaving services needed with
the same certainty and precision as possible when the DSO is the owner of the battery?
For the DSO, it is important to maintain a high level of supply of security. This is directly
related to Peak Shaving needs. Whenever the DSO needs, energy in the 10 kV feeder to
reduce the peak it should be available from the battery.

Figure 31: Popular Peak Shaving illustration

For the DSO, it is also important to facilitate value creation for customers using the
network infrastructure including possible owners of batteries. Therefore, the ownership is
essentially not important for the DSO.
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8.1
ELN BESS experience is basis for assumptions
The decision to install a battery in Nordhavn was not based on an expected positive
business case. The battery was installed to provide and increase the level of knowledge of
using a battery in the distribution system. BESS not only provided valuable experience
about the technical operation and integration of the battery into the grid. Indeed, the
installation and operation of BESS in Nordhavn also provided good knowledge about the
costs and revenues associated with running a battery as part of a distribution grid in
general.
In section 7 a set of assumptions used for the business case calculations were presented.
The data and assumptions were not the actual realized values from the project. Rather, it
is assumptions established from the EnergyLab Nordhavn experience to depict fair
estimates of the current costs and benefits associated with installing a battery with the size
of EnergyLab Nordhavn in a distribution grid.
The price of the battery is an estimate of the current price of installing a battery with
specifications like the battery in Nordhavn. It is not an optimistic or a pessimistic price. It is
the best estimate including all project specific costs of installing the battery.
The same approach has been used for all other costs and benefits in the business case.
The cost estimates are generally lower than experienced in the EnergyLab Nordhavn as
the project has provided valuable experience that can be used to make the installation and
operation processes of a battery more efficient.
One example of a possible efficiency improvement relates to the energy consumption of
the battery. Data the EnergyLab Nordhavn BESS showed that the energy consumption of
the battery was quite high and much higher than expected. Electricity is used for several
processes including ventilation, cooling, IT, inverters and other battery processes. The
energy consumption is high even when the battery is not used and in an idle mode.
However, it is not possible to turn off the battery to save energy as the battery needs to be
in an idle mode to be able to serve the FCR-D market.
The installation could be constructed more energy efficient. Therefore, estimate of the
yearly energy consumption have been reduced compared to the actual consumptions
realized in EnergyLab Nordhavn.
8.2
Elaboration of the business case results
With the applied assumptions, there is not a positive business case in investing in batteries
focusing on delivering Peak Shaving and FCR-D services. However, in this section the
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robustness of the results is tested through sensitivity analyses. Further, the consequences
of commercial ownership instead of DSO ownership are investigated and discussed.
8.2.1

Sensitivity analysis

In section 7.4 it was concluded that there is not a positive business case for a DSO
investing in batteries for Peak Shaving. The business case showed a large negative net
present value of costs and benefits over the life time of the battery. To investigate the
robustness of the results a few sensitivity analyses have been carried out.
The most important costs and benefits can be grouped into four groups:
•
•
•
•

Investment costs (including scrap value)
Operation and maintenance costs
Revenue from FCR-D
Value of Peak Shaving

The applied assumptions are ‘best estimates’ for the current cost and benefits. To
investigate the positive development needed to provide parity for the battery business
case four partial sensitivity analysis have been carried out using more optimistic
assumption on the above four groups. In Table 9 the result of the sensitivity analysis is
presented.
The sensitivity analysis shows that some of the main factors must develop in a very
positive direction before a positive NPV can be realized from running batteries with the
main purpose of Peak Shaving as in EnergyLab Nordhavn.
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DSO ownership
DSO ownership DSO ownership DSO ownership
DSO ownership
DKK
(CAPEX -50%) (O&M -50%)
(FCR-D +100%)
(PS +50%)
(best estimate)
Income
FCR-D
2.161.062
2.161.062
2.161.062
4.322.123
2.161.062
Peak-Shaving
1.968.997
1.968.997
1.968.997
1.968.997
2.953.495
Income from discharging (arbitrage)
133.670
133.670
133.670
133.670
133.670
Scrapvalue of battery
295.601
147.800
295.601
295.601
295.601
Total income
4.559.330
4.411.529
4.559.330
6.720.391
5.543.828
Costs
CAPEX, battery etc.
Installation costs
O&M including data-traffic
Electricity
Fee to balance responsible party
Total costs
Net present value
IRR

4.317.600
553.350
1.319.253
628.548
324.159
7.142.910

2.158.800
553.350
1.319.253
628.548
324.159
4.984.110

4.317.600
553.350
659.626
314.274
324.159
6.169.009

4.317.600
553.350
1.319.253
628.548
648.319
7.467.069

4.317.600
553.350
1.319.253
628.548
324.159
7.142.910

-2.583.580
-6,8%

-572.581
-0,6%

-1.609.680
-2,7%

-746.678
0,5%

-1.599.082
-2,7%

Table 9: Results from the economic sensitivity analysis

The table clearly shows, that a positive development meaning lower costs or higher
income accordingly is not enough for a positive business case of this size battery, serving
FCR-D and Peak Shaving. In fact, it is not nearly enough that the total costs of installing a
battery is reduced by 50%.
There needs to be a positive development in all parameters for the battery to become an
economically viable solution for Peak Shaving. Even though it is not likely to see a
development like that soon it is not totally impossible. Especially, the value that can be
generated from the frequency service market is uncertain. Further, the costs of batteries
are expected to drop.
The table below shows the result of a scenario calculation with a positive development in
terms of lower costs (capex -50%, opex -40%) and higher income (FCR-D +50%, Peak
Shaving +10%).
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DKK
Income
FCR-D
Peak-Shaving
Income from discharging (arbitrage)
Scrapvalue of battery
Total income

DSO ownership
(best estimate)

Costs
CAPEX, battery etc.
Installation costs
O&M including data-traffic
Electricity
Fee to balance responsible party
Total costs
Net present value
IRR

Positive
scenario

2.161.062
1.968.997
133.670
295.601
4.559.330

3.241.593
2.165.896
133.670
177.361
5.718.520

4.317.600
553.350
1.319.253
628.548
324.159
7.142.910

2.590.560
553.350
923.477
439.983
486.239
4.993.609

-2.583.580
-6,8%

724.911
6,5%

Figure 32: Results from the economic sensitivity analysis of a positive scenario

The table shows that with a very positive development in both costs and benefits a positive
business case of this type and size battery can be obtained. Nevertheless, it must be
concluded that it is highly unlikely that a BESS installation like the one in EnergyLab
Nordhavn will become economically feasible anytime soon. As it is now the value from
Peak Shaving and the revenue from providing frequency services is only just enough to
cover the running costs. It can be concluded that to achieve parity for a battery business
case there needs to be significant reductions in costs and significant additional revenue
creation from the battery.
8.2.2

Other services

It should be noted that a battery like the one in Nordhavn could also be used to provide
other services than FCR-D and Peak Shaving (for example other frequency services,
energy arbitrage and voltage control). Whether it will be possible to achieve a positive
business case by serving other services or the same type of services in other countries
has not been investigated.
Hence, it is not the conclusion of this report that there will never be a positive business
case for a battery which is installed mainly to provide for Peak Shaving. But again, it
should be noted that the FCR-D market is currently the most attractive market to serve and
it is not possible for to use the battery to provide multiple services simultaneously.
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8.3
Commercial ownership
The economic analysis presented in the sections above assume that the DSO owns and
operates the battery. This is however not a necessary condition assumption as a DSO can
procure any Peak Shaving services needed from a commercial owner of the battery who
are then able to provide flexibility.
But a commercial owner of a battery will experience some additional costs compared to
the DSO ownership case. This has to do with the fact that the DSO can integrate a battery
into the grid as a net component just like other net components like substations, feeders
and meters. A commercial owner will have to connect the battery to the net as any other
customers that needs to use the distribution grid.
8.3.1

Direct economic implications

When the battery is connected to the net, the owner must pay for the net services
(subscription fees and tariffs) as any other customer. However, the difference in energy
costs between DSO and commercial ownership are in not very large. The only difference
is in costs for electricity where it is assumed that a DSO owner can avoid paying grid tariffs
for himself. In Table 10 the difference is highlighted.
Energy costs
DKK/year
DSO ownership Commercial ownership
Power (incl. subscription)
21.000
21.000
DSO tariff
10.000
DSO subscription
1.000
TSO tariff
6.000
6.000
Power and CO2-taxes
36.000
36.000
Total electricity costs

63.000

75.000

Table 10: Energy cost used in the economic example

It should be noted that power and energy taxes have been included only for the net power
consumption even though under the current law it must be paid according to the gross
consumption. But a battery owner is liable to reimbursement of energy taxes from the
power fed info the grid. See section 9.2.1.
The grid tariffs are limited and therefore this do not constitute any real difference for the
business case.
When a new connection is registered, the customer needs to pay a connection fee to the
DSO based on size of the installation measures in ampere. The applies also to an owner
of a battery as the basic principles of non-discrimination of customers apply.
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The connection fee covers the average cost of providing the capacity needed from on an
average point of view.
The EnergyLab Nordhavn battery maximum load capacity is equal to 910 ampere which
mean that a connection fee of app. 1,1 mDKK must be paid.
Connection fee
DSO ownership
Commercial ownership, std. connection

DKK
DKK

1.075.000

Table 11: Connection fee used in the economic example

The connection fee constitutes a high share of the total installation costs. It adds more
than 20 per cent to the total installation costs. Therefore, it can be concluded that, in
practice, under the current DSO pricing Terms and Conditions, ownership makes a
difference to the business case.
A commercial owner will have to pay higher installation costs than a DSO as the DSO itself
is not subject to paying any connection fee. The financial result for the commercial owner
in terms of the business case NPV is worsened by app. 1 mDKK compared to the result
presented in section 7.4.
It can, however, be argued that from an economic perspective the result is not affected as
the battery can be integrated into the net without reinforcing or expanding the grid
capacity. The idea of the battery is to help the grid, not to increase the load during peak
hours. Consequently, the connection fee constitutes a transfer from the battery owner to
the DSO (or more precisely the DSO customers).
8.3.2

Indirect economic implications

The connection fee makes out a direct extra cost for the commercial owner. The extra
costs will have to be recovered which could translate into higher prices for provided Peak
Shaving from the commercial owner to the DSO. If indeed, the Peak Shaving service is the
residual, the price will increase.
From a DSO perspective there is also indirect costs associated with commercial
ownership. These include mostly transaction costs, i.e. cost of forming and having a
contract between the DSO and the commercial party that provides the Peak Shaving
services. In addition, it is under the obligation of the DSO to make sure that the price of the
Peak Shaving service reflects proper market prices. To ensure this, the DSO may need to
use an open tender process to contract for Peak Shaving.
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When a commercial party is contracted to provide Peak Shaving services it is important
that the service is available with a very high degree of certainty. Otherwise security of
supply may be compromised. Outsourcing the control of the battery to a commercial party
involves risk. The risk can however be mitigated by applying heavy penalties in case of
not meeting requirements.
From a DSO perspective, Peak Shaving services should always be the highest priority of
the operation of a battery that has been installed to defer grid investments.
From the perspective of the battery owner the immediate objective is to maximise the
operating profits. To make Peak Shaving the highest priority for a commercial party an
appropriate contract between the parties is needed that stipulates that the battery is
reserved to Peak Shaving during certain periods.
However, the requirements should not be excessive as it will negatively affect the
possibility to create value from providing other services to the market. This means that
reserving the battery for Peak Shaving comes with a price. Less hours available means
lower revenues from frequency services. The reduced revenue will have to be
compensated by higher prices for provided Peak Shaving from the commercial owner to
the DSO. Again, if the Peak Shaving service is the residual, the price will increase.
8.3.3

Summary of implications

From a financial perspective the business case of a battery, with the primary purpose of
providing Peak Shaving services, is worsened if the battery is owned and operated by
commercial party. This is due to fact that a commercial owner will have to pay a
connection fee as any other customer.
From an economic perspective, the basic battery business case is essentially the same
when owned and operated by a DSO or a commercial owner. However, transaction costs
associated with contracts between the DSO and the commercial party will affect the
business case negatively making it even more unlikely that the basic assumptions will
development to make a battery feasible.
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9.

Regulatory issues

In this section we investigate the role of regulation in relation to integrating batteries into
the distribution grid. What role does the regulation of the distribution service operators
play? And does the regulation involve barriers which will hold back or stop the integration
of batteries in the net?
It is further investigated how a battery investment is incorporated in the regulatory
accounts? And it is discussed how ownership might affect regulatory economy and thus
the business case from an investor perspective.

9.1
Ownership and operation of batteries
The first real issue to consider is whether a DSO can be allowed to own and operate
batteries. This is a key question that has been debated heavily over the last decade in
Denmark and in Europe.
9.1.1

The Danish Electricity Supply Act (Elforsyningsloven)

The Danish Power Supply Act [6] stipulates the activities that a DSO can undertake under
a power distribution concession. DSO companies must not undertake any commercial
business in relation to power production and retail and the company must be separated
from companies that are vertically integrated with the grid company and ensure that, in the
communication work and identity strategies there is no ambiguity about the network
distinct identity.
The current Danish law do not directly address batteries. The law does not forbid the use
of batteries nor does it support it.
There are provisions stipulating that the DSO must maintain the technical quality of the
network provisions stipulating that the service should be provided economically efficient. In
this respect, the battery is a flexible network component, which is suitable for alleviating
load peaks and voltage problems, and therefore suitable for a future scenario with
prosumers, more power in the electrical system and an integrated infrastructure system.
Charging and dis-charging the battery will not affect the electricity markets. Hence, it is
assessed that a DSO can own a battery with the primary purpose of Peak Shaving.
To operate the battery efficiently the battery's excess capacity also needs to be used to
provide frequency services. This activity is compliant with the law at least for scientific and
demonstration purposes. It is however questionable whether the law support that a DSO is
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involved in providing frequency services under the current law. This legal issue has not
been assessed further.
It should however be noted, that if the DSO is not allowed to provide frequency services to
the market using the free capacity of a battery then this will de facto mean that the DSO
will never invest in batteries.
The business case of providing Peak Shaving from a battery is not promising even with the
value from the frequency services and with this additional value certainly there will
probably never be a positive business case for DSO battery ownership.
The current Danish law will soon be obsolete as new provision should be established
reflecting the latest changes in EU legislation. This is elaborated below.
9.1.2

EU legislation

In Europe there is broad consensus that energy storage (including batteries) could
potentially play a key role in the transition towards a carbon-neutral economy. Therefore,
not surprisingly it is addressed in several of the central principles in the Clean Energy for
all Europeans package that has was drafted by the Commission during the project period
of EnergyLab Nordhavn.
In May, the council and the parliament finally passed the new legislation consisting of a
new Electricity Market Regulation and Electricity Market Directive. The new legislation
facilitates better integration of intermittent renewable energy into the mix. The design also
supports improved conditions for storage. However, most important the Electricity Market
Directive puts down new rules saying that system operators (including DSOs) should not
be allowed to own, develop, manage or operate energy storage facilities. There are some
exemptions to this rule. The reason for this regulation is to avoid cross-subsidisation
between energy storage and the regulated functions of distribution or transmission. The
restrictions on the ownership of energy storage facilities aims to prevent distortion of
competition, to eliminate the risk of discrimination and to foster the effective and efficient
use of energy storage facilities. [5]
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The New EU directive on ownership of batteries (energy storage)
Article 36 Ownership of energy storage facilities by distribution system operators
1.Distribution system operators shall not own, develop, manage or operate energy storage facilities.
2.By way of derogation from paragraph 1, Member States may allow distribution system operators to own,
develop, manage or operate energy storage facilities, where they are fully integrated network components
and the regulatory authority has granted its approval, or where all of the following conditions are fulfilled:
(a) other parties, following an open, transparent and non-discriminatory tendering procedure that is subject
to review and approval by the regulatory authority, have not been awarded a right to own, develop,
manage or operate such facilities, or could not deliver those services at a reasonable cost and in a timely
manner;
(b) such facilities are necessary for the distribution system operators to fulfil their obligations under this
Directive for the efficient, reliable and secure operation of the distribution system and the facilities are not
used to buy or sell electricity in the electricity markets; and
(c) the regulatory authority has assessed the necessity of such a derogation and has carried out an
assessment of the tendering procedure, including the conditions of the tendering procedure, and has
granted its approval. The regulatory authority may draw up guidelines or procurement clauses to help
distribution system operators ensure a fair tendering procedure.
3.The regulatory authorities shall perform, at regular intervals or at least every five years, a public
consultation on the existing energy storage facilities in order to assess the potential availability and
interest in investing in such facilities. Where the public consultation, as assessed by the regulatory
authority, indicates that third parties are able to own, develop, operate or manage such facilities in a costeffective manner, the regulatory authority shall ensure that the distribution system operators' activities in
this regard are phased out within 18 months. As part of the conditions of that procedure, regulatory
authorities may allow the distribution system operators to receive reasonable compensation, in particular
to recover the residual value of their investment in the energy storage facilities.
4.Paragraph 3 shall not apply to fully integrated network components or for the usual depreciation period
of new battery storage facilities with a final investment decision until 4 July 2019, provided that such
battery storage facilities are: (a) connected to the grid at the latest two years thereafter; (b) integrated into
the distribution system;
(c) used only for the reactive instantaneous restoration of network security in the case of network
contingencies where such restoration measure starts immediately and ends when regular re-dispatch can
solve the issue; and
(d) not used to buy or sell electricity in the electricity markets, including balancing.

Source: [5]
The idea is that instead of DSO ownership, batteries should be owned and operated by
commercial parties. DSOs should then use services from energy storage facilities based
on market procedures to efficiently operate networks and to avoid costly network
expansions.
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The Directive further states that the Member States should put in place appropriate
measures to provide incentives to DSOs to demand services from battery owners. Member
States should also introduce network development plans that facilitate the development of
energy storage facilities and provide to system users adequate information regarding the
anticipated expansions or upgrades of the network. [5]
Storage services should be traded in competitive markets as flexibility products that
provide a market value reflecting the system benefits of storage. Owners of storage
facilities should be independent from the grid operators, apart from clearly defined
exceptions.
9.1.3

Commercial ownership the only real option

The new EU legislation makes it almost impossible for a DSO to own and operate batteries
and certainly not economically feasible as using the battery to provide frequency services
is not allowed. Still, the EU support the DSO use of batteries for efficiently providing
network services. Instead of DSO ownership commercial parties should own and operate
the batteries and DSO.
Ownership of the battery is not important for the DSO per se. However, as explained in
section 8.3 there are economic barriers involved with a setup where the DSOs procure
Peak Shaving services from energy storage facilities based on market procedures.
Even if Member States put in place appropriate measures to provide incentives to DSOs to
demand services from battery owners it will probably still involve significant transaction
cost for the DSO to procure the service needed. It will never become as simple and flexible
a solution to trade storage services in competitive markets as if the DSO has full control
over a battery.

9.2
Challenges under the current Danish regulatory regime
The question of ownership to the battery is essential, but there are other important
regulatory issues as well. Some of these issues depend on the ownership of the battery
while others are more generic.
9.2.1

Generic issues

Under the current law, a battery owner must pay power and energy taxes according to the
gross consumption of a battery. This also means that power discharged from the battery
and fed into the grid is not automatically compensated for energy taxes. This is not fair as
the power that is fed back into the grid has never been consumed and therefore should be
exempted from paying tax.
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In a recent research project about flexibility from electric vehicles DTU and Nuvve faced
the same problem. According to a project evaluation [7] the project contacted the Danish
tax authorities (SKAT) and with an inquiry that the energy fed into the net from the
batteries should be exempted from paying tax. SKAT agreed that indeed according to the
law only the energy consumed is subject for taxation and thus decided to give full
reimbursement of electricity tax on the part of the power consumption that was fed back
into the net.
Even though it is good that this reimbursement was provided by SKAT, it still constitutes a
barrier that a battery owner must apply for reimbursement of the tax. This involves using
resources on documentation and application that essentially is unnecessary as the
authorities already have all the information needed (meter data) to provide the
reimbursement. The barrier can be removed by implementing systems that automatically
reimburse energy taxes fed into the net from batteries.

9.2.2

Issues related to DSO ownership

There are few exemptions to the general rule that in the future the DSO is not allowed to
own and operate batteries. Under DSO ownership it is critically important that the DSO can
also use the battery to provide other services to the market, i.e. frequency services.
Without this option the battery as a resource will not be used efficiently.
If the DSO can participate in the balancing markets, it becomes important that the revenue
generated is treated properly in the regulatory accounts.
9.2.2.1
The crowding out problem
The revenue generated from the frequency services must be treated separately from all
other revenue. Otherwise the revenue will just be crowding out revenue from other sources
for the DSO. The reason for this is the core of the economic regulation of electricity
Distribution System Operators in Denmark is based on Revenue Caps. The Revenue Cap
is fixed within a year and made up by a return on assets and opex and depreciation
allowances.
This means that the revenue that a DSO can collect is fixed and not affected by the
integrating of a battery. If revenue from the battery counts as all other revenues (tariffs,
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connection fees, etc.) this essentially means that it does not contribute to the business
case for the DSO as it will only by crowding out revenue from other sources, i.e. tariffs.
To solve this problem the Danish Electricity Supply Act and the supporting Revenue Cap
Order should be revised to allow for the revenue from batteries to be exempted from the
regulatory account to make sure there is no crowding out of revenue. As an alternative the
revenue could be allowed to be offset in the battery costs. This would probably be the best
solution as in fact the residual costs are the relevant cost to include in the regulatory
account to show the resources used on deferring investment.
9.2.2.2
Batteries not on the net component list
The Revenue Cap Order contains an appendix that has a list of net components, i.e. the
list of assets that a DSO typically invest in. This list does not include batteries. This does
not mean that the DSO is not allowed to invest in batteries, but it entails problems that
batteries are not included on the list.
Firstly, there is no guidance on the regulatory depreciation (life time) of batteries to apply.
Secondly, it introduces uncertainty as to whether a battery can be included in the
regulatory asset base. Thirdly, it has negative consequences in relation to benchmarking
as further elaborated below.
9.2.2.3
Benchmarking
The DSO’s are subject to efficiency requirements reducing the allowed income from
benchmarking of the individual DSOs economic efficiency.
The new benchmarking model evaluate the total cost performance using the following cost
drivers for DSOs’ costs:
•
•
•

Norm-grid – a weighted sum of assets
Delivered electricity in kWh
Number of consumers

The model rewards traditional solutions of expanding capacity as norm-grid increases.
However, batteries are not included on the net component list and thus do not provide
output. An alternative of using grid reinforcement is investing in a battery. But even if a
battery is the most cost-efficient solution benchmarking might defer the DSO from
choosing this solution.
The problem can be illustrated with a small example.
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Batteries and benchmarking

Figure 33: Illustration of the negative economic effect on DSOs investing in Batteries and IT

The capacity of a 10 kV-feeder is insufficient and needs to be expanded or supported by a
battery. A traditional solution of expanding the grid provides norm-grid output from the 10
kV-feeder that is equivalent to the costs (20 DKK). The battery is a cheaper option from a
total cost perspective (10 DKK) but does not provide any output. Therefore, the efficiency
of the traditional solution of expanding the grid, even though it is not the most cost-efficient
solution, is the most attractive solution for the DSO from a business perspective. This
illustrates how benchmarking distort DSO incentives to pursue the most cost-efficient
solutions. This also constitutes a barrier for investing in batteries.
9.2.3

Issues related to commercial ownership

It is not necessary for the DSO to be the owner of the battery to make use of the services
that a battery integrated into the distribution grid can supply. It is however, important that
there are no additional economic or regulatory barriers that makes it more difficult or
impossible to utilize a battery for Peak Shaving. Further, it is important that the regulation
forbidding the DSO to own, develop, manage or operate energy storage facilities do not
create barriers for innovation, testing and application of new efficient technical solution.
The new EU Directive aims to support that DSOs uses battery services to defer investment
in additional capacity if it is the most efficient solution. Although DSO ownership is not
necessary, it probably will make it a little harder to make use of batteries for the DSOs
when a commercial party owns and operates the battery.
9.2.3.1
DSO tender for Peak Shaving service
To call for a tender of Peak Shaving services the DSO needs to be very specific on the
services needed. This is a challenge in itself in relation to procuring Peak Shaving services
from a commercial party.
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There is no framework for tendering the service and there is no market. This is a real
barrier for succeeding in using a battery for Peak Shaving services. If the market is tested
and there are no commercial parties that are willing to supply the service, the DSO can
own and operate the battery. However, this is not a realistic option because the DSO is not
allowed to serve the TSO with frequency services. The value generated from these
services make out a large part of the total value that the battery generates, are the value is
needed to provide a positive business case.
9.2.3.2
DSO pricing principles, connection fee
The current DSO pricing principles constitute a barrier for commercial ownership as they
involve payment of a connection fee according to the size of the installation. The
connection fee covers the average cost of providing the capacity needed from on an
average point of view. The DSO needs to apply the basic principles of non-discrimination
of customers which means that the owner of a battery must also pay this fee under the
existing rules.
The rule is not appropriate as the battery can be integrated into the net without reinforcing
or expanding the grid capacity. In fact, the battery has the potential to defer grid
investment as the idea behind the battery is to help the grid, not to increase the load
during peak hours.
To solve this problem the terms and conditions for paying connection fee should be
revised so battery installations are exempted from paying under some more specific
conditions that stipulate that the battery is never charged during peak hours.
If a commercial battery owner is exempted from paying connection fee, it must be
expected that he will be able to provide Peak Shaving services at a lower price. This will
make it more likely that the price is able to compete with the alternative of investing in
traditional grid reinforcements
9.2.3.3
DSO pricing principles, tariffs
There is another barrier associated with the current DSO pricing principles that has to do
with the tariffs, i.e. the payment according to the energy consumption.
Today, most DSOs applies a fixed tariff. Radius, however, uses a time differentiated tariff
where the price is high during peak hours and lower during other periods. However, the
difference between prices is moderate today and could potentially be even larger in the
future. When the battery charge it will have to pay the tariff according to the energy
consumption and there is no negative tariff for discharging the battery to the grid.
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The DSO recognizes that there is still a potential to development and apply more efficient
and cost reflective prices. The DSOs are currently working together to a reform of the
pricing. It is too early to conclude what the new tariff principles will look like. But it seems
like the time differentiation will be much greater than today providing very low tariffs at
night time when the load is low. Also, there might be implemented negative tariffs for
feeding electricity into the grid. A reform like that will remove the barrier of pricing as the
battery owner can charge at night when the price is low and maybe even benefitting
additionally from discharging during peak hours receiving a compensation through
negative tariffs.
9.2.3.4
Benchmarking
In section 9.2.2.3 is was described how economic benchmarking used to measure out
efficiency requirements is a barrier for the DSO to invest in batteries. There is a similar
problem for the DSO in relation to procuring Peak Shaving services from a commercial
party.
When the DSO pays for a Peak Shaving service it will be included in the regulatory
accounts as opex. But it provides no norm-grid or other output in the benchmarking.
Therefore, again benchmarking is discriminating between the solutions of traditional grid
reinforcements and procurement of Peak Shaving services. If the two solutions have equal
cost then grid reinforcement will be most attractive for the DSO to avoid additional
efficiency requirements from benchmarking.
Therefore benchmarking, as the methodology looks like and is applied today, is a
regulatory barrier for a DSO to procure Peak Shaving services from a battery owner.
9.2.4

Regulatory challeges

There are several regulatory challenges that needs to be addressed to make sure that
there are no barriers and issues that distort the demand for efficient use of batteries.
Overall, the regulator needs to recognize that batteries are a legitimate option that can
support efficient operation of the grid. The acknowledgement should then form the basis
for revision of provisions supporting the use of batteries in the net directly through DSO
ownership (when allowed) and indirectly through procurement of battery services.
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Figure 34: The building where the battery is located

10. Conclusions
EnergyLab Nordhavn has successfully tested the latest and promising technology of a
lithium-ion battery installed in a distribution grid in a real environment.
The installation of a battery in Nordhavn has demonstrated the potential of utilizing energy
storage as a tool for deferral of infrastructural investments. Further, it has demonstrated
that a battery can also be used to supply frequency services to the TSO generating
additional value to the business case of installing a battery with the primary purpose of
providing Peak Shaving.
The project has provided valuable insight into the economic and financial performance of a
battery. The business case has proved to be much less attractive than what was expected
at the beginning of the project. Battery investment cost proved to be much higher and the
value from frequency services lower. Also, the operation costs proved higher. Based on
the business case analysis it was concluded that there is not a positive business case for a
DSO investing in batteries for Peak Shaving. The business case showed a large negative
net present value of costs and benefits over the life time of the battery.
To investigate the robustness of the results a few sensitivity analyses have carried out.
They show that the conclusion holds true even if there is a very positive development in
both costs and benefits.
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An alternative to DSO ownership of the battery is ownership of a private party who then
sell the services that the DSO needs (Peak Shaving) on a commercial basis. The DSO can
procure any Peak Shaving services needed from a commercial owner of the battery who
are then able to provide flexibility. However, a commercial owner of a battery will
experience some additional costs compared to the DSO ownership case. A commercial
owner will have to connect the battery to the net as any other customers that needs to use
the distribution grid. Furthermore, commercial ownership will mean more transaction costs
from having a contract between the DSO and the commercial party.
From an economic perspective, the basic battery business case is essentially the same
when owned and operated by a DSO or a commercial owner. However, transaction costs
associated with contracts between the DSO and the commercial party will affect the
business case negatively making it even more unlikely that the basic assumptions will
development to make a battery feasible.
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